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Investor profile at InvestingByTheBooks: 
The book The World ’ s  99 Greate s t  Inves tor s :  
The Secr e t  o f  Succ e s s  provides a unique 
opportunity to learn form the most 
prominent investors globally. In the book 
they generously share their experiences, 
advice and insights and we are proud to 
present these excerpts. Magnus Angenfelt, 
previously a top ranked sell side analyst and 
hedge fund manager, will be presenting one 
investor per month. For those who cannot 
wait for the monthly columns, we strongly 

recommend you to buy the book. The 
investor himself writes the first section 
below and then Angenfelt describes the 
background of the investor and comments 
on his investment philosophy. Enjoy.  

• Think for yourself: check the facts and form 
your own opinions. 

• Do what you love and the money will 
follow. 

• Life is a journey: it’s what you do along the 
way that matters. 

 

 

BORN Chicago, USA 1932. 

EDUCATION Next to Simons, Thorp is probably the academic heavyweight in this book. He studied at 
UCLA, where he took a BA and MA in Physics, and a Ph.D. in Mathematics in 1958. 

CAREER Thorp never really left academe. He started by working at the famous university MIT for a 
couple of years, and was then a professor of mathematics at New Mexico State University. He then 
returned to his alma mater where he spent 17 years as a professor of mathematics and finance. Thorp’s 
first hedge fund was Princeton-Newport Partners, which he started 1969. At the age of 57, he founded the 
hedge fund Edward O. Thorp & Associated where he still is the president. Even though he officially 
retired in 2002, he continues trading and undertaking his academic work. 

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY Thorp is a quantitative trader who relies wholly on sophisticated 
mathematical techniques and computer models to identify arbitrage all over the market. In the beginning 
Thorp mainly focused on warrants, convertibles, or derivatives trading out of sync with the underlying 
stocks. Parallel with this, he worked for eight years to create a computer model to rank stocks from best 
to worse. All was based on statistical analyses and the strategies were always neutral. Thorp does not 
analyze specific stocks or read brokerage research. He has said that he ‘laughs at the idea that anyone 
could know enough about all the publicly traded stocks to suss out the ones with long-term appeal’. But 
he has also said ‘You can always do as well as the average player by picking stocks at random and holding 
them a long time’. 
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His is a trading-oriented environment with roughly 3,000 transactions a day. In contrast to most hedge 
funds, Thorp prefers to operate with small assets under management, keeping the fund at about $300 
million by closing it often and distributing profits regularly. Thorp has a flexible approach to investing, has 
continuously come up with new models, and looks worldwide for opportunities. For a while he 
concentrated on Japanese warrants where he made a fortune. 

OTHER Taking into account the very low risk, Thorp’s performance is amazing. His first hedge fund did 
not have a losing quarter in 19 years. The weakest year was 8 % plus in 1973. He was one of the first 
investors to capitalize on discrepancies between futures and stock prices. He was also the first to use 
computers to program arbitrage, before the techniques became widely adopted. In addition he also 
invented the first portable computer in 1961. Thorp has written five books, of which Beat the Dealer 
became a best seller. It presented the first scientific system ever devised to break a major casino, including 
how to beat the bank at Black Jack by counting cards. After being ‘too’ successful he was banned from all 
Las Vegas casinos. He is an accomplished amateur photographer, astronomer, and runner, and he has 
never bought a lottery ticket. 

 

 

Sources: Edward Thorp; edwardothorp.com; Ken Kurson, “Having the edge on the market” (2003). 

 


